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News

PRINCIPAL LIGHTING
DESIGNER RETIRES
Chris Lewis, Principal Designer at Lighting Design International,
will retire on the 1st April 2021 having been a leading figure
in the industry for 38 years. Working alongside Sally Storey,
Founding Director, Chris has been instrumental in the growth
and development of Lighting Design International and the
success it is today. Chris’s passion and interest in lighting
started when he chose to design a light fixture at Ravensbourne
College of Art and Design. He began experimenting with light
and soon became fascinated with the play of light on surfaces.
This was later augmented by a seminar on lighting design given
by Janet Turner of Concord Lighting, who showed examples of
how a space can be transformed by the use of light and how
the right light can enhance forms, colours and materials within
a space. Throughout his career Chris has worked on a wide
variety of amazing projects and has inspired those around him
with his commitment to projects and the quality of his work.

Chris Lewis, Principal Designer at Lighting Design
International retires after a defining career

ART-LEAD INTERIOR
DESIGN STUDIO
This May, Bergman Interiors and HOFA Gallery will launch
AEDITIONS, a joint design project poised to bring limited-edition
art-infused interior designs to the homes of global art and
design connoisseurs. This new bespoke interior design studio
will specialise in bringing the one-of-a-kind interior decor and
furniture designs of the world’s most remarkable contemporary
artists and designers to life. The range boasts art-infused
designs with globally renowned contemporary artists such as
Zhuang Hong Yi, his celebrated colour-changing flowerbed
sculptural works paintings have reimagined into table light,
a chair and a console, whilst Ilhwa Kim’s meticulously made
seed universes combining painting, sculpting and paper art
techniques have been transformed into a unique cigar and mini
bar. Contemporary portraitist and surrealist painter, Loribelle
Spirovski, artistic style has been beautifully embodied in the
new ‘Emissary Mirror & Screen Divider’ using brass with mirror
and a silkscreen print, also the ‘Home Table Lamp’ created from
Carra marble and steel. AEDITIONS new designs encompass
the artists’ unique visions but in new mediums and forms,
allowing art lovers and collectors to experience their works in
new stimulating and functional ways. The launch also features
the opulent and limited-edition (20) ‘Lapis Chessboard Set’,
masterfully constructed by a team of artisans in Lake Como,
Italy and designed by Bergman’s Marie Soliman and Cofounder of AEDITIONS. All designs are available exclusively
through Aeditions.com from 20 May 2021.

The ‘Emissary Mirror & Screen Divider & Homme Table Lamp’
from design project AEDITIONS
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CHILD SAFE PAINTS
Earthborn is known for its distinctive paints
that are better for the environment and
healthier to live with. And its environmentally
friendly formulations are now certified as
child safe paints too! Independently tested
to meet the latest Toy Safety Standard
(EN71-3:2019), this means they are safe to
use in babies’ and children’s rooms as well
as on toys and furniture. The standard tests
coatings to ensure there are no elements
that could harm a child or release anything
harmful into the atmosphere. Many people
choose Earthborn paints because they’re
free from harmful emissions and nasty paint
smells. Two things that are hugely important
when looking for child safe paints. More
than that, Earthborn’s paints are Eco Label
accredited and virtually VOC free. Earthborn’s
Claypaint, Eco Chic, Lifestyle and Eggshell
no 17 have all passed the most recent Toy
Safety Standard test, making them ideal for
children’s bedrooms, nurseries, wooden toys,
cots and other furniture. In addition, Earthborn’s
wall glaze, furniture glaze and wax have all
been approved. So whether you’re preparing
a nursery or revamping children’s furniture
following years of wear and tear, you can be
assured that Earthborn’s paint finishes are child
safe and healthy. www.earthborn paints.co.uk

Earthborn paints pass the latest Toy Safety Standard
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